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Lincat OG8202_C Opus 800 Gas Countertop Griddle - Chrome Plate
900mm wide - 23.0 kW   View Product 

 Code : OG8202-C-

  
 62% OFF   Sale 

£12,294.00

£4,712.99 / exc vat
£5,655.59 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Day Delivery

 - Next Day Delivery - 49.99 + £49.99

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Designed for quality cooking at speed, the Opus 800
Gas Chrome Griddle heats up quicker than standard
griddles with less energy loss as well as reduced
energy radiation, keeping the kitchen cooler for staff
and reducing pressure on the ventilation system.

Designed for quality cooking at speed, the Opus 800 Gas
Chrome Griddle heats up quicker than standard griddles
with less energy loss as well as reduced energy radiation,
keeping the kitchen cooler for staff and reducing pressure
on the ventilation system

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 532 900 800

Cm 53.2 90 80

Inches
(approx)

20 35 31

 Chrome surface heats up quicker than standard

griddles with less energy loss as well as reduced

energy radiation, keeping the kitchen cooler for staff

and reducing pressure on the ventilation system

 Transfers heat to food more efficiently than a

standard griddle

 Two separately controlled heat zones give you the

option of operating either zone independently to

provide a smaller cooking area during quiet periods as

well as offering versatility when cooking two separate

meals simultaneously

 Convenient piezo ignition and pilot Burners for stand-

by operation

 Flame failure protection

Power Type : 22
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